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5.0M pixel car black box from China manufacturer Northvision

5.0M Pixel car black box is a car video recording device with 5.0M pixel camera, power supplied by
cigarette lighter, support SD card up to 32GB, stamp time and date on the video

June 29, 2010 - PRLog -- Nowadays, everybody has a car. Every street filled by cars. Indeed car makes
ours life more speed more convenient and we enjoy it. So safe driving has become a big problem in our life.
It is very important for us, everybody in the modern city. We all didn’t mean to hurt other’s car but the
accident always happens. Maybe it is not caused by your wrong operating, but it happened in the second.
You have no proof to support. Then you will think if I install a device can record what happened, you will
win in the case. Here it comes, 5.0M pixel HD car black box from professional car dvr China manufacturer
Northvision Technologies Co., Ltd (http://www.northvision.com.cn).
Who didn’t flash the light when him turn left? Record it. Whose wheel crossed the line to press your space?
Record it. Want to run away? No way! 5.0M pixels camera can take the license’s picture clearly. There are
three resolutions for your choice: 1280*720,960*720,640*480. And you also can choose 60fps, 50fps,
40fps, and 30fps for video recording. You can connect the 5.0M pixels car black box with your car monitor
for real time monitor and real time playback. It has stamp of time and date on the video. This is very
important if you want to make the video as proof in the case. The car black box also built-in the high
sensitive microphone. It can record the audio when something happens. 
Maybe you will worry, if the device has no power when something happens. Don’t worry about it. The car
black box power is supplied by car cigarette lighter. Once you turn on your car, it starts recording. And also
It built-in li-battery which can prevent the files lose when the car power down. 
Where the video files store? Let me tell you: It is SD card. Why we didn’t use internal memory? You only
need take the SD card home to check the video in your PC instead of take the whole device home. But if
you really want to take the 5.0M pixel car black box home, there, we prepared the USB port for you. You
can connect the car black box with your PC. It supports 32GB SD card in max. It can record more than 12
hours if you choose the biggest resolution. It uses overwriting technology. That mean, if the SD card is full,
the system will delete the first three files and then record again.
The installation of 5.0M pixel car black box is very simple. It is just a DIY device. 1. Put it on the car front
glass or put it on the dashboard. 2. Connect the power cable with it. 3. Insert the power cable into cigarette
lighter port. Then it works. If you want to input the video to your car monitor or car DVD, you will find a
video cable there. Finally, enjoy your car driving. It not only can record the bad things, but also can record
your happy life, beautiful view around your travel.

# # #

About northvision Technologies Co.,ltd is a original China manufacturer for home security products such as
door camera intelliviewer, gsm mms camera, bird hunting MP3, car black box, mini dvr
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